Sheffield Moors Partnership
Barbrook Cottage – Wednesday 14th October 2018 (2:05pm to 4:10pm)

Present:
Bob Berzins (PLAF)
Dave Aspinall (SCC Countryside Manager)
Felicite Dodd (Natural England)
Henry Folkard (BMC)
John Gilpin (SCC)
John Horscroft (Ride Sheffield)
Mark Anderson (PDNPA Stanage)
Nabil Abbas (SRWT)
Nick Sellwood (NT)
Pete Spriggs (Clearer Thinking)
Rachel Bennett (NT)
Sue Fletcher (PDNPA)
Ted Talbot (NT)
Terry Howard (SLAF)

Apologies:
Danny Udall (EMP)
Sam Beaton (SCC PROW)

Sheffield Moors Partnership noted the sad passing away of conservation and partnership
champion Roy Taylor of the RSPB. Partners are welcome to get in touch with either EMP
or RSPB Denby Dale office to pass on regards.

Item 1. Matters arising from the minutes of the last meeting
•

Bob Berzins regarding Sue Fletcher’s Chatsworth moorland meeting - despite having
100% agreement in the meeting, there is still burning on blanket bog happening. BB to
copy Sue Fletcher and Felicite Dodd into any correspondence/reports of this happening.

Item 2. Partner updates
•
•
•

Sue gave the partner update for the PDNPA, no update from MFTF this time, though
Matthew Scott-Campbell will represent in the next SMP meeting.
John Horscroft to forward on details of the chair of Peak MTB (Dan Noble) to Sue
Fletcher for next consultation meeting.
Members of the BMC feel strongly about the Moorland Tracks issue that Sue mentioned
in her update.

Sam Beaton (Sheffield City Council - PROW)
•

•

•

SCC Property Services is happy to dedicate Parson House Farm access track that crosses
over Houndkirk Road Byway as a Restricted Byway (red line on map below). Consent
currently being sought from NE.

50m of stone flags have been laid across boggy section of Sheffield FP 44. Location
circled in red below:

Cut Gate Bridleway: currently seeking approval to put £40,000 into this project from
capital funding streams that SCC PROW has access to over the next four years (£10k p.a.)

John Gilpin (Sheffield City Council)
•

•

The Sheffield Lakeland Landscape Project - Plans have been developed and submitted to
HLF with all of the partners (YW SRWT Bradfield Parish Council) projects with a
proposed delivery start in December 2018. Having a positive impact/improvement in
the Redmires and Rivelin areas.
Woodland beat-up at Burbage and Redmires planned for this winter. Oak in Burbage not
done as well, which could be due to the weather patterns this year.

•

•

•

•

Peak Planning submission live for the proposed cycle track at Redmires. (Smaller scale
than Lady Cannings.) It was delayed by further consultation with the Sheffield Bird
Study Group (SBSG) and SCC Ecology Team over summer.
A number of woodland compartments are now being used by the SBSG for bird ringing
including Redmires and Lady Cannings Plantations. Information about the surveys will
help in the future development of the existing plans for the sites.
Commemorative Tommy figures have been displayed across the city to remember the
fallen during WW1. A figure has been installed above the car-park at Redmires where
the “Sheffield Pals” regiment trained before going to war.

Rangers/contractors will be carrying out general maintenance to boundaries/tracks at
Lady Cannings and Redmires.

•

Working with rangers, volunteers on urban fringe/clough areas for willow tit.

•

DA – SCC finally getting their 15-years trees and woodlands strategy to cabinet soon.

Nabil Abbas (Sheffield & Rotherham Wildlife Trust)
Blacka Moor - autumn/winter management is focusing on rhododendron control, under
Countryside Stewardship agreement.

•

Willow tit habitat enhancement work also planned over winter.

•

Landfill grant application submitted to Viridor for woodland bird project (pied
flycatcher and willow tit.)

•

New monitoring protocols are being developed for all SRWT nature reserves.

•

Sheffield Lakeland Landscape Project - £2.6 million HLF funding approved & delivery
will start in November 2018. 4 years of delivery. 4 key strategic areas - more resilient
landscape; better connected, better wildlife habitat; better community understanding
and engagement; and better recorded, better valued cultural landscape.

•

SRWT would like to extend their vaccination programme into Sheffield (with the help of
funding), due to a recent outbreak of bovine TB within the Sheffield area.

•

Sue Fletcher (Peak District National Park)
Access - Sue Smith
Miles without Stiles - to help people with limited mobility to enjoy the countryside has been
honoured by Accessible Derbyshire. Miles without Stiles – which creates and promotes easy
to use routes – was named Large Project of the Year in the Accessible Derbyshire Awards,
held at Chatsworth. Two examples in the SMP area - Longshaw and Curbar gap.

•

•

Access fund annual report due out at the end of the year.

•

New director starting 10 December.

North Lees/Stanage - Chris Bray
•

Estate Ranger Mark Anderson is attending the meeting and will provide a verbal update.

•

Moorland grip blocking underway.

Eastern Moors – Sue Fletcher
Draft Management Plan – out to NPA specialists at the moment – any comments will be
provided by 31 December 2018

•

PDNPA – Sue Fletcher
•
•

•

PDNP Management Plan now finalised and available on the website.
Event Management - event workshop to be set up for 16 January 2019 at The Rutland Arms
– Invitee PDLAF Bob Berzin, NT Cathy Clarke, Jon Stewart, SCC Rob Murfin/Garrie
Cliffin/Sam Beaton
Moorland issues:

o

o

o

o

o

•

Visitor management – Countryside Code and suite of supporting signs – workshop
planned next July.
Moorland birds – 2018 survey completed and analysis being carried out before
results are widely shared. Birds of Prey initiative – report on the 2018 breeding
season being drafted – some improvement in breeding success but not as much as
hoped.
Sustainable & Resilient Moorland Management Group (SRMMG) is considering
issues and looking to identify solutions for the long term moorland management
plans (LTMPPs) e.g. fire risk and mitigation, tracks and joining up the individual
moorland management plan delivery. This included a site meeting on the
Fitzwilliam Wentworth Estate to discuss a joined up approach to moorland tracks.
There is recognition of the importance of LTMMPs and that the best approach for
planning issues for any proposed infrastructure are through the pre-application
process.
FOG Sub Group has met to discuss fire risk and mitigation – looking at fire plans,
access for firefighting, water provision, vegetation management, rewetting and fire
signs/awareness raising (overlap with the PDLAF and SRMMG Group)
Rural, heritage and wildlife crime – Moorland Association representatives joined
the recent meeting with PDNPA and the Police.

Review of National Parks - the call for evidence was announced last week – please see this
link. Landscapes review (National Parks and AONBs): call for evidence - GOV.UK. The
closing date for submissions is 18 December 2018.

•

Dark Peak & Southern Pennines Vision workshop – November 2018

•

Bids:
o

o

o

Water Environment Grant bids for SWP for NFM, WP feasibility study around
water vulnerable zones, NT River Dove bid also included small project for invasive
species control. – further information requested
Plantlife – Magnificant Meadows HLf bid – DWT, NT & PDNPA involved – bid
rejected but resubmission being considered
Trees outside Woodlands in the White Peak one of 8 areas being developed into a
HLF bid by the Woodland Trust – decision expected later in November

Ted Talbot (National Trust, Longshaw)
•

•

Lots of Events including - Trust10, Wildlife Wednesdays (Pond. Ants) Halloween etc – site
been busy right through dry autumn
Celebrated World Ranger Day on the 31st July with: A Dry Stone Walling joint task and
Film Show of the “Thin Green Line”.

•

•

•

Ecological Surveys: Dragon Flies, Waxcaps, Meadows, Birds all done – Ecological report
being written up.
Invasive species removal: Ragwort removal (inc. new land at High Fields –lots!)
Himalayan Balsam. With support from contractors – Wildscapes +PP conservation
volunteers.
Boundary Maintenance: Wall gaps, fencing all round estate – still get RTA damage from
cars.

•

Stone Seats x2 & memorial trees planted

•

Seed Collection for growing on next year’s meadow plug planting – Linley Shaw fund

•

Green Hay Collection and delivery for BBCT Pollinating the Peak projects meadow
creation Aldern House

•

NEW Ranger Base Painting, finishing & Opening – lots achieved plus volunteers helped

•

Bracken Spraying

•

New “Clough Woodland” Tree nursery planning, stump removal & fencing etc

•

Stone and temp fence moving for walling contractors

•

NT 2 day Agricultural Couse attended by Lucy

•

Christmas prep meetings. Ordering trees.

•

Operation Pitchford –raves, anti-social behaviour patrols with Derbyshire Police – been
extremely successful and wish to continue next year funding-permitted! The Rural Crimes
team are also very keen to get involved with the Sheffield Moors to tackle the wildlife
crime which has become more frequent as of late (machinery and vehicle theft, etc.)
Representative of the Rural Crimes to attend at the next SMP meeting in Spring 2019.

•

Fire Preps + reacting to False alarms and incidents right up to Oct.

•

September - Sheep dog trials

•

New Welcome Shelter in the Car Park – now built & being made operational

•

Tree Safety works

•

Wider news – DWT/NT Badger vaccination project partnership Vaccinated over 200
badgers this year – approach commended in recent Godfray report on Bovine TB.

Danny Udall (Eastern Moors, NT & RSPB)
Spring / Summer Works Summary
Major Successes
•

•

•

•

•

•

Curlew Project Cutting – As part of the larger RSPB Curlew Project, there was a big 26ha
ask for cutting over Big Moor in several spread out locations with tight time constraint
both in the planning and undertaking the work. This was able to be achieved through
multiple staff committing large amounts of time in a short work period.
Sandyford Brook – Commencing at the start of spring, having been delayed by the severe
weather of the Beast from the East. This was beneficial in implementing the planning
permission and sticking to arrangements with volunteer groups and archaeological
monitoring contractors, but came with negative trade-offs of dealing with severe ground
conditions that continued to slow works progress as damage in materials delivery
needed to be repaired. Therefore after this initial push there was a lower impact
programme planned over the summer to complete the stone track pitching by the end of
Autumn and replace the timber bridge. The final delivery of the bridge also resulted in
additional days but was a great example of team working to also meet the end of
Autumn deadline.
Boundary Infrastructure – there has been a significant reduction in wall and fencing
gaps across the site with this being either delivered by site staff, or through site staff
managing contractors as a project over the summer, meeting deadlines of livestock
movement
VE – All Visitor Experience events have been delivered successful amidst reduced
resources and a number of new staff during transition periods of management. A new
programme of events for the upcoming year has been produced with a continued
number of events to engage and inspire, with the addition of them being more self-led
where possible.
Ecological – A full suite of ecological monitoring was conducted with some species doing
really well and others of more concern. A really good year for owls, Merlin nested again
and ravens successful on Gardom’s just off site. A full monitoring report is available
Habitat work – Tree planting continues and we are seeing good regeneration of both
woodland and moorland habitats. Some areas of woodland now show higher grazing
levels and we are looking into this.

News
•

Bryony Thompson as Community Involvement Ranger has moved on into conservation
work abroad and is replaced by Louise Baddeley and Kathy Clarke as visitor experience
manager has moved to a role in the National Trust. As well as this impact there has been
need for future strategy to establish a replacement VE role either within the team or
wider National Trust collaborative approach to visitor engagement which has taken time
to produce and consult on. More to follow.

•

•

External events management and licencing has continued to be a consistent strain on
staff time, often with stringent deadlines. This has resulted in work to process
applications and correspond with event’s organisers, but also develop systems to deal
with the inflow which has been of particularly high volumes due to the legacy of Burbage
Moor approach to general or unlicensed events management agreements.
We were also host to many Partnership Board meetings over the course of the last 6
months for general operation and production of the final management plan. This also
include visits by the RSPB UK Countries Director and further visits from National Trust
directors planned for early 2019.

Reactive Works
•

•

•

Fires – On 21st May 2018 the entirety of Eastern Moors Partnership was involved in
responding to the Big Moor fire which burned for 2 days. Alongside this huge unforeseen
fire risk response, both acutely in fighting the fire itself and the following work it is
estimated there were several weeks of person days lost which were not able to be
accounted for. Further resource was dedicated to aiding with the Dovestone fires,
alongside increased patrols and need to be more engaging with visitors over fire safety
with the unprecedented drought conditions lasting well into September.
Raves – This year was one of the most active periods for raves and meant to the need for
increased resource to deal with the raves as they occur and implement proactive approach
where possible to stop them. This resulted in a collaboration with NT colleagues at
Longshaw and building successful relationships with other groups in the local Hope Valley
as well as the police to monitor hotspots for raves and other antisocial behaviour. This has
been the quietest summer for a while for many Grindleford residents.
Curlew controversy. An organisation called the Hunt Investigation Team has taken issue
with the RSPB Curlew Project, there has been a significant reactive ask for resources to
deal with negative communication on social media and prepare strategy. This extended to
both the RSPB involvement and the impact on other EMP business in particular with
further implications.

Oncoming Autumn / Winter Works
Upcoming priorities and landscape-wide impact items:
•

•

Links to Management Plan – As the management plan for 2019 – 2023 is moving towards
completion, this is still requiring heavy input from staff and management. This impacts on
future work in terms of resources and budget therefore is an absolute propriety to resolve,
while items within it are already having to be put back to later dates.
Deer management – A deer count and impact assessment in November will allow us to
access the current state of the deer populations and ecological impact to inform the need
for a cull. If this the case, there is a large resource requirement from staff to deliver this
and time restrictions.

•

User Group liaison and progress reports – Many successful onsite stakeholder engagements
and events have been held over the past 6 months and year, but there is a need for this to
continue and if possible increase in frequency and scope.

Next steps to finalise the management plan:
•

1 draft was out June 2018, deadline of end of Aug for initial feedback.

•

DU met RSPB for feedback in June/July.

•

•

DU and others to integrate feedback from all SMP (RSPB, Henry and Terry, Sam B and
Dave Aspinall, NT general manager and Heritage)
Feedback headlines:
We need to properly format, simplify content, and make more readable in a
summary document.
Use of visual maps.
Size and usability of document was a concern.
Prioritisation of projects and actions needs to happen.
There is missing detail/ Projects in some areas.

o

o
o
o
o

•

Missing meetings with SCC and PDNPA staff. Mike Fran, and Sam, New RSPB ecologist. In
the next two months to lead to 2nd draft.

•

1st draft of the summary plan with maps in the new year.

•

RSPB Sign off national, NT sign off locally. Dec/Jan.

•

Sign of meetings with Key partners. Possibly March.

•

Interim arrangement discussed with Key partners.

John Horscroft (Ride Sheffield)
•

Ride Sheffield continue to organise regular trail maintenance days. Recently, we have
continued to work on Devil’s Elbow on Blackamoor. As a popular winter route it is to
some extent a victim of its own popularity.
However, we are slowly learning how to cope with the level of use through careful
maintenance including:
•

•

Leaf-blowing – some people are somewhat nonplussed by this work but
removing organic matter from popular trails has significant advantages. Leaf
mould holds a considerable amount of water which will inevitably reduce a
path’s ability to dry out during the winter and dry trails tend to erode less. Also,
keeping drains clear is crucial to that drying process, and leaves inevitably
block them. Slippery layers of leaves can also be quite hazardous for less able
walkers.
The lower part of Devil’s Elbow was, until a joint effort by the Wildlife Trust
and Ride Sheffield, a quagmire for six months of the year. It was the scene of

one of Ride Sheffield’s best ever work days when 20 willing riders turned up.
Thanks to materials brought in by SWT, it was returned to a good state in only
a couple of hours.
The Permissive Bridleway running down from the Stoney Ridge car park on
Blackamoor has also been worked on a number of times as it’s growing
popularity with all users has led to some erosion.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Earlier in the year, Ride Sheffield volunteers helped out with tree-planting on Houndkirk
Moor. It was well attended again and an extremely popular day.
RS are still awaiting the green light from the PDNP for the Redmires trail. We have
altered the route of the trail in order not to conflict with Nightjars that have started
nesting in the plantation.
RS are in the process of producing Be Nice Say Hi postcards and coasters in order to
spread the message ever wider.
RS have recruited a dozen Ride Sheffield ambassadors to spark the discussion amongst
other cyclists in the area and encourage positive behaviour.
Although it’s outside the Sheffield Moors area, it’s worth noting that the
RS/PDMTB/BMC joint effort to repair a section of cutgate received a major boost when
it received £30,000 pounds from the European Outdoor Conservation Association.

Forthcoming works:
•

Drain clearing on Devil’s Elbow and Piper House Gate

•

Minor maintenance on Wimble Holme Hill

•

Potentially, some more extensive work on Curbar/Froggatt BW to deal with
two areas that have suffered erosion.

Terry Howard (SLAF)
•
•

•

•

A full report of the SMP was given to members at the last LAF;
Kinder and High Peak Advisory Committee will be organising a rally in Winnats Pass
next April 27th 2019 along with the NT. Key speakers will be invited. The theme will be
"People's Landscapes and the 70th anniversary of the National Parks Act 1949";
Sheffield Ramblers are working with the PROW unit on "Bradfield Ancient Ways
Improvements". The project is about improving stiles along certain old paths between
Worrel and Bradfield for safer, more accessible use. A bid for funding was submitted to
SLLP;
Sheffield LAF will be looking for access gains etc. on former Countryside Stewardship
Schemes, eg. Whirlow Farm. Would like to formalise this possibly through “dedicated”
paths and possibly create a new link with woodland in the Limb Valley. The other at
Hoyles Farm, Bradfield, is still operating and we see possible opportunities for new
routes eventually (some of which could be “Lost ways”.)

Item 3. Update on the draft EMP Management Plan, and timeline proposal for
finalising and sign-off with partners
•

Danny unable to attend for this segment due to Roy Walker’s memorial.

Item 4. Nick Sellwood SMP 5-year review proposal and workshop with Pete
Spriggs.
Comments on draft brief –
•
HF agreed the framework for the 5-year review is appropriate. Its content and links to
ecological strategies will be shaped by the partners who ‘opt in’ to the workshop session
next year.
•
All partners agreed with the 2 key aims proposed by Nick for the 5-year review.
•
All partners agreed with the framework of cross-cutting against the original aims and
objectives in the first 5-year masterplan, in order to maintain continuity between both
documents.
•
Draft report to be sent to partners for verification before it goes ahead.
•
A second workshop may need to be held, in order to agree the structure of the content
and aims pulled from the first workshop.
•
JG - Potentially invite the public in to the ‘celebration of achievements’ section of the
review.
•
TH - Be mindful not to exclude farmers and land-owners from the review sessions.
•
All happy to move forward with the proposal.

Date of next meeting: Wednesday 13th February 2018, 2:00pm, at MDC, Longshaw Estate.

Meeting ends

